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Mathematical Modelling, Optimization, Analytic and Numerical Solutions (Industrial and Applied Mathematics)Springer, 2020

	
		This book discusses a variety of topics related to industrial and applied mathematics, focusing on wavelet theory, sampling theorems, inverse problems and their applications, partial differential equations as a model of real-world problems, computational linguistics, mathematical models and methods for meteorology, earth systems,...



		

An Invitation to Analytic Combinatorics: From One to Several Variables (Texts & Monographs in Symbolic Computation)Springer, 2020

	
		
			This book uses new mathematical tools to examine broad computability and complexity questions in enumerative combinatorics, with applications to other areas of mathematics, theoretical computer science, and physics. A focus on effective algorithms leads to the development of computer algebra software of use...




		

Primary Care for the Physical Therapist: Examination and TriageElsevier Limited, 2020

	
		Specifically designed to address the expanding role of physical therapists in primary care, Primary Care for the Physical Therapist: Examination and Triage, 3rd Edition covers all the information and skills you need to be successful in the field. Updated content throughout the text helps you stay up to date on the best...







		

Introduction to Antibody Engineering (Learning Materials in Biosciences)Springer, 2020

	
		This highly readable textbook serves as a concise and engaging primer to the emerging field of antibody engineering and its various applications. It introduces readers to the basic science and molecular structure of antibodies, and explores how to characterize and engineer them. Readers will find an overview of the latest methods in...



		

Donald Davidson on Action, Mind and Value (Logic in Asia: Studia Logica Library)Springer, 2020

	
		This book brings together a wide range of innovative reflections on the pivotal role that Davidson’s concept of agency plays in his later philosophy and its impact on his epistemology, his philosophy of language and mind, and his philosophy of values.  The authors critically assess central elements of Davidson’s program...


		

Doing Business in Africa: From Economic Growth to Societal Development (Palgrave Studies of Internationalization in Emerging Markets)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This book presents insights from cutting-edge international business and management research relating to Africa. Economic growth and foreign investment in the region remains strong, despite some slowing down in recent years. This trend of economic growth and its impact on international trade and FDI has attracted Western businesses,...







		

Detection of Cell Death Mechanisms: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology, 2255)Humana Press, 2020

	
		This volume provides detailed protocols for the performance, analysis, and troubleshooting of in vitro and in vivo experiments related to programmed cell death. Chapters compile conventional techniques such as western blot and qPCR and state-of-the art transmission electron microscopy and...



		

Soils of the Laurentian Great Lakes, USA and CanadaSpringer, 2020

	
		This book introduces the reader to the Great Lakes and considers their soil-forming factors and processes, taxonomic structure of the soils, soil geography and pedodiversity, while also addressing the importance and protection of soils in the Great Lakes Coastal Zone. The Great Lakes are an important part of the USA and Canada. Home...



		

Beginning Game AI with Unity: Programming Artificial Intelligence with C#Apress, 2020

	Among all the technologies that have been flourishing in the

	last decade, there is one that is becoming essential for our

	society and it’s enhancing all the other tech fields as well as

	every aspect of our life: Artificial Intelligence (AI). From

	navigation systems to smart cars and from virtual assistants to

	augmented...
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